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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Which statement is implied by the concept called "information lifecycle management"?
 

A. All information should be backed up in a weekly cycle.

B. Disk-to-disk backup should be used for archival information.

C. Storage resources should be allocated according to importance of data.

D. Information should be regularly cycled between backup devices.
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

A switching hub ____________.
 

A. uses FC-AL protocol

B. is a passive connection between nodes

C. uses F-Ports to connect to nodes

D. creates a fabric
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

To view the WWPNs for an Apple Fibre Channel PCI-X card, use __________.
 

A. cvadmin

B. Fibre Channel Utility

C. RAID Utility

D. Xsan Admin
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

Which versions of StorNext client software are Xsan 1.1 (Mac OS X version 10.4) controllers

compatible with?
 

A. 2.4 and higher

B. 1.4 and higher

C. 2.3 and higher

D. 2.5 and higher
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Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

When a quorum vote takes place, which metadata controller will take over?
 

A. the controller with the highest priority

B. the controller with the largest hard drive

C. the controller with the most RAM

D. the controller with the optimal bandwidth
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

When LUNs of different sizes are utilized in one storage pool, _____________.
 

A. block size has to be optimized for the smallest LUN

B. it increases the efficiency of the storage pool

C. some storage space will be wasted

D. the storage pool must be assigned an affinity
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

WWNNs and WWPNs are assigned to devices _____________.
 

A. by RAID Admin, during configuration

B. by the Fibre Channel switch, during initialization

C. by Fibre Channel Utility, during setup

D. by the factory, during manufacturing

E. by Xsan Admin, during configuration
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

In a RAID 5 array, if a drive fails, the data __________.
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A. is lost and cannot be reconstructed

B. must be reconstructed from data stored on the metadata controller

C. can be reconstructed from parity data stored on a dedicated drive

D. can be reconstructed from parity data striped across the other drives

E. is not lost because it is mirrored on one of the other drives
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

The aggregate bandwidth of a Fibre Channel fabric _________.
 

A. decreases as nodes are added

B. cannot exceed 3200 MB/s (half duplex)

C. increases as nodes are added

D. is 2 Gb/s (half duplex)
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

You are tuning an Xsan volume for an application that writes data in chunks of 344 KB. The

storage pool used for this application is striping data over 2 LUNs. Given a block allocation size of

4 KB, what is the most efficient stripe breadth to choose for this storage pool? (Click Calculator to

display a calculator for use with this question.)
 

A. 43 blocks

B. 172 blocks

C. 344 blocks

D. 86 blocks
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 11 
 

Xsan is a _______ file system.
 

A. local

B. network

C. cluster

D. distributed
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